
 
The Concord Print2Fax Driver is a utility used with Concord Fax Online Email to Fax (E2F) for sending faxes.  This utility  

converts any printable Windows document to a faxable format with the click of a button. This utility installs as a software 

application and appears like any printer, so customers can fax (―print‖) directly from any Windows-printable application to 

any fax number worldwide.   All of this is accomplished as easily as one would print.   

 

An innovative feature of Print2Fax is the ability to combine documents from different applications into a single outgoing fax 

communication. For example, an architect can now send his/her client the following documents– each with different file 

formats— for a new kitchen project:   

 

 Kitchen layout (.dwf file) 

 Excel spreadsheet with cost estimates (.xls file) 

 Brochures from vendors with product specifications (.doc and .pdf files) 

 

These files are combined in one fax communication rather than sending four separate outgoing communications.  This same 

architect would also be able to pick his/her personalized cover page, compose a message, and address the message to a  

recipient in the user‘s address book. Optional enforcement of client matter codes or Reference IDs make Print2Fax   
the perfect choice for cost recovery. 
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Concord‘s Print2Fax utility offers Concord customers far more versatility and 

options for sending their documents.  In addition to faxing the most  

commonly used file formats, Concord Fax Online can now fax any printable 

Windows document. Print2Fax, along with other utilities and APIs, can be 

downloaded from the Account Management Center. 
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ABOUT CONCORD 

 

What sets Concord apart is revolutionary network architecture which  

provides real-time failover for both inbound and outbound communications. 

Real-time failover for inbound communications, a product of significant  

capital investment, represents a technological breakthrough  for the IP fax 

industry and is unique to Concord.  Most IP fax providers and in-house  

solutions only offer outbound failover, making their networks less reliable.   

Concord customers enjoy the unique advantage of a robust network which is 

built for reliability and speed. Security has always been a priority for  

Concord as well as its customers. For this reason, all communications to and 

from Concord‘s fully-secured data centers are encrypted, guaranteeing  

secure communications which meet the most stringent requirements. 

 

By the same token, Concord‘s network architecture is flexible enough to 

accommodate internal corporate policies (features such as specific fax cover 

pages or file formats) or to ensure compliance with internal and external 

industry requirements. Concord‘s secure fax delivery system is fully  

compliant with the Patriot, Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX)  and HIPPA Acts and is a 

value-added solution for delivering claims, insurance policies, claims,  

contracts, authorizations,        applications, reports, invoices, referrals  and 

other documents.   Concord understands the needs of the insurance industry 

and is positioned to meet the current and future demands of this sector. 

 

Contact your Concord Account  

Manager today to learn how  

Concord can help you save money 

and improve operations.  

Concord‗s award winning fax  

services date back more than 

15 years.  

 

Since then, Concord has  

retained a leadership position 

due to its proprietary  

technologies which deliver 

Internet Protocol (IP) fax  

capabilities with unparalleled 

reliability, security and speed. 
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